Broad-band P-and S-waves from earthquakes in South America recorded at Californian network stations are analysed to image lateral variations of the D -discontinuity beneath the Cocos plate. We apply two array processing methods to the data set: a simplified migration method to the P-wave data set and a double-array method to both the P-and S-wave data sets, allowing us to compare results from the two methods. The double-array method images a dipping reflector at a depth range from 2650 to 2700 km in the southern part of the study area. We observe a step-like topography of 100 km to a shallower reflector at about 2600 km depth to the north, as well as evidence for a second (deeper) reflector at a depth range from 2700 to 2750 km in the north. Results from the simplified migration agree well with those from the double-array method, similarly locating a large step in reflector depth in a similar location (about 2650 km depth in the south and about 2550 km in the north) as well as the additional deeper reflector at the depth of about 2750 km in the north. Waveform modelling of the reflected waves from both methods suggests a positive velocity contrast for S waves, but a negative velocity contrast for P waves for the upper reflector in agreement with predictions from mineral physical calculations for a post-perovskite phase transition. The data also show some evidence for the existence of another deeper reflector that could indicate a double intersection of the geotherm with the post-perovskite stability field, that is, the back-transformation of post-perovskite to perovskite close to the core-mantle boundary.
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1994; Kendall & Nangini 1996; Ding & Helmberger 1997; Garnero & Lay 2003) . A summary of the results for this region is given in Table 1 . Recent studies for this region using ScS core reflected phases show evidence for strong topography of about 150 km on the S wave D discontinuity (Thomas et al. 2004 (Thomas et al. , 2004b with the strongest topography gradient around 5
• N latitude. Another study using S waves (Hutko et al. 2006) targeting the same region of the lower mantle proposes that the topography is a sharp step in the post-perovskite phase transition (Murakami et al. 2004; Oganov & Ono 2004) due to the temperature perturbation from a subducted slab folding and bending atop of the CMB and displacing a thin and hot boundary layer (Hutko et al. 2006) . The deep mantle in the study region is characterized by high seismic velocities in tomographic studies (e.g. Boschi & Dziewonski 1999; Ritsema & Van Heijst 2000; Gu et al. 2001; Karasón & van der Hilst 2001; Becker & Boschi 2002; Grand 2002) , perhaps supporting the existence of subducted oceanic lithosphere at D depths (e.g. Grand et al. 1997; Lithgow-Bertelloni & Richards 1998) as proposed by Hutko et al. (2006) . These seismic models are extremely important for the interpretation of the phase transition from perovskite to post-perovskite, which is extensively discussed as possible source for the D discontinuity. Mineral physical modelling (Wookey et al. 2005) of the phase transition predicts a strong discontinuity of approximately 4 per cent for S-waves, but only a very weak discontinuity of approximately 0.5 per cent for P waves. A detailed analysis of both S-and P-wave structure of the discontinuity in this region can shed further light on the importance of the post-perovskite phase transition for the structure of the D discontinuity. Here, we present a joint S-and P-wave analysis of this region to resolve the discontinuity structure for both wave types simultaneously.
Studies of this region have predominantly exploited S-wave information, which indicate an abrupt velocity increase about 200-300 km above the CMB. There are strong trade-offs between the topography and the velocity structure of D ; Thomas et al. 2004b) . Using an identical data set they find a best fit to the data either by a constant discontinuity depth of 264 km above the CMB with laterally varying D velocity increases from 0.9 to 2.6 per cent or by constant velocities in D with discontinuity topography from 300 to 150 km (Thomas et al. 2004b) . Using a Kirchhoff migration technique targeting the same study area, a sharp step of the S-wave discontinuity from 60 to 190 km above the CMB in the southeast to 250-290 km above the CMB in the northwest of the study region has been resolved (Hutko et al. 2006) . They also find evidence for out of plane scattering, which could explain the detection of the lower reflector in Thomas et al. (2004b) . Tests with synthetic seismograms show that the assumed one-dimensionality of these structures is not adequate and that 3-D waveform effects have to be taken into account to explain the recorded data (Thorne et al. 2006) .
Few P-wave studies of this region exist (Table 1) . Reasoner & Revenaugh (1999) detect a weak (1 per cent velocity contrast) Pwave discontinuity in this region at depths ∼190 above the CMB, while Ding & Helmberger (1997) find little evidence for a P-wave discontinuity (suggesting the P discontinuity must be weaker than approximately 1 per cent, the detection threshold in that study). In summary, these previous studies show clear evidence for an S-wave discontinuity, while the evidence for a P-wave discontinuity is weak. The exact depth location and strength of this discontinuity varies due to the trade-off between seismic velocities and layer thickness, the possibly strong 3-D structure, different reference structures and modelling approaches. There remains a strong uncertainty in the structure of the discontinuity in this location.
The region beneath the Cocos plate also shows evidence for seismic anisotropy. Kendall & Nangini (1996) and Garnero & Lay (2003) indicate the presence of D anisotropy over the greater Central America and Caribbean region. Rokosky et al. (2004) detect vertical transverse isotropy (VTI) with an average value of 0.63 per cent. Evidence for azimuthal anisotropy is also present Maupin et al. 2005) , which may have geographical variations that correlate to mapped D topography (Rokosky et al. 2006) .
Array methods are well suited to study the structure of the D discontinuity (e.g. Reasoner & Revenaugh 1999; Thomas et al. 2004b; Hutko et al. 2006) . Here, we apply two different array methods (Kito et al. 2004; Thomas et al. 2004 Thomas et al. , 2004b to Californian P-and Swave recordings from South American earthquakes, in an effort to better understand possible biases in the different array approaches and search for evidence for both P-and S-wave velocity discontinuities beneath the Cocos plate. We use core reflected ScS and PcP phases and their precursors, SdS and PdP due to the reflection off the D discontinuity ( Fig. 1) to probe D structure. At distances greater than ∼75
• , refraction in the high velocity D layer becomes important. This energy has been noted as SDS and PDP, or Sbc and Pbc, for S-and P waves, respectively. In this paper, we will adopt the PdP and PDP convention (similarly for S).
The combined approach of using P-and S-wave information and using different analysis methods will allow us to compare the sensitivity of the array approaches. Comparison of the possible resolution of the D discontinuity will further help to get a better understanding of the origin of the D discontinuity.
D ATA A N D M E T H O D S

California network P-and S-wave data
Broad-band data have been collected from two seismic networks in California: TRINET (a network jointly run by the California Institute of Technology, the U.S. Geological Survey, and the California Geological Survey) and Berkeley Digital Seismic Network (BDSN). We use nine and 13 large intermediate depth South American subduction zone events for the P-and S-wave study, respectively (Fig. 2) . The earthquake-station configuration was selected to allow a dense sampling of the lower mantle for both P and S waves, and samples D beneath the Cocos Plate. The source parameters of events used in this study are listed in Table 2; epicentral distances are between 61 • and 86
• , however, most of the station-event distances are between 70
• and 75
• . To obtain a clean recording time window for the core reflected phases ScS and PcP, we select earthquakes with sources deeper than 100 km. For shallower events the depth phases (pP, sP, sS and pS) contaminate the PcP and ScS observational time window, making the detection of possible precursors generated from the reflection off the D discontinuity (or heterogeneity) difficult. Only recordings with clean and impulsive P and S waves containing high SNRs were retained in our study; low quality recordings (high-noise level, spikes, recording errors and local seismicity) were discarded. The final data set consists of 767 P-and 261 S-wave traces, which we use in our array processing experiments. Owing to the different event distribution for the P-and S-wave study, the S-wave coverage of the CMB with reflection points is larger than for P (Fig. 2) , with P-wave coverage extending over the central part of the area sampled by S waves. The focal mechanisms of the events are plotted in Fig. 2 and it is noted that no nodal lines split P and PcP takeoff angles. We could exclude the possible reversed polarity of PdP due to the focal mechanisms. The parameters have been taken from NEIC Preliminary Determinations of Epicentres (PDE) catalogue and possible errors (less than ±10 km for most events) of the source location are within our depth resolution in the lower mantle. 
Data processing
This section describes all processing that was applied to the data before using the two array stacking methods, which are described in more detail in the following sections. All traces are aligned on the first P (or S) arrival to suppress traveltime variations due to small-scale heterogeneity beneath the individual stations and height differences between stations. For S waves, horizontal component records were deconvolved with the instrument responses and rotated to the great circle path to obtain transverse components of motion. For P waves, the vertical component trace is used. Due to the short traveltime difference between P (S) and PcP (ScS) the coda of the first arrivals (P and S) might interfere with the (Kennett et al. 1995) after alignment on the P arrival. (b) As A but for S-wave seismograms for the same event. Grey lines mark the aligned S-wave arrival and the ScS arrival relative to S for ak135. later arriving core (PcP and ScS) and D (PdP and SdS) reflections, a common source wavelet for P for each event is calculated by the alignment of all stations. The P beam wavelet is cut from the onset time to the end of P coda and then each trace is divided by the P beam wavelet in the frequency domain event by event using a water level of 1.0 −6 in order to obtain deconvolved seismograms. The processing is similarly done for S waves. P and PdP (S and SdS) have similar traveltimes and moveout for distances larger than 80 d. The differential traveltime of P and PcP is around 6 s and around 17 s for S and ScS for distances of 80
• and PdP (SdS) should arrive between P (S) and PcP (ScS) in time depending on reflector depth. This makes it difficult to separate the phases in this distance range; thus data in this distance range were not considered in our analysis. Furthermore, event-station configurations with CMB reflection points located east of 274
• , that is, outside our most dense D sampling (see Fig. 2 ), were omitted in order to restrict ourselves to the most densely sampled D region. Individual data were normalized to the maximum amplitude of the reference wave (either direct P or S) in each trace prior to deconvolution to equalize the energy contribution towards stacked waveforms. Example raw seismograms are shown in Fig. 3 . Traces are sorted by epicentral distance and aligned on direct arrival (P and S). Core-reflected ScS arrivals are clearly visible, while PcP cannot be identified in the raw data. The PcP CMB reflection coefficient for this distance range is rather small (typically 13 per cent relative to direct P, for P and PcP energy radiating with equal amplitude from the source for the model IASP91, Krüger et al. 1995) . SdS often shows large amplitudes above the noise level even in raw data. Nonetheless, the data example does not show any coherent arrival between ScS and S that could be identified as SdS. Array processing is often necessary to raise these arrivals above the noise level.
Our array processing assumes purely reflected energy as the source of all additional arrivals in the wavefield. Since the PcP and ScS precursor wavefields for postcritical distances contain both reflected (PdP or SdS) and refracted (or diving wave, PDP or SDS, Fig. 1 ) energy, a careful inspection is necessary to insure how the arrival times of PDP or SDS are different from those of PdP or SdS. Also, it is important to note that PdP and SdS experience a phase shift for larger distances due to overcritical incidence independent of PDP and SDS. Tests with synthetic seismograms show that for this study (with most epicentral distances less than 75
• ) traveltimes of PdP and PDP (SDS and SdS) are nearly identical (Wysession 1998) , so that we refer to the combined energy of these two arrivals as PdP (and SdS). Table 2 ). (a) P-wave vespagram with P wavelet included. Large amplitudes of P make the detection of P-wave coda difficult, although energy can be detected between P and PcP. Crosses indicate slowness and traveltime of P and PcP. (b) P-wave vespagram with P-wavelet removed: The smaller phases (such as PdP and PcP) can be detected better due to the removal of the large P wavelet.
Since PcP cannot be identified in individual traces ( Fig. 3a) we use P as reference phase for this study. Although ScS can be clearly identified ( Fig. 3b) , for consistency we also use S as reference phase for the S-wave investigation. The lower and mid-mantle in our study region is characterized by high-velocities in tomographic P-and Swave studies (e.g. Boschi & Dziewonski 1999; Ritsema & Van Heijst 2000; Karasón & van der Hilst 2001; Gu et al. 2001; Grand 2002 ), thus we can expect traveltime perturbations of our reference phase (P or S) resulting in defocused stacks for PcP and ScS energy. Therefore, we apply traveltime corrections to our data based on predictions from tomographic models of mantle heterogeneity before stacking. For the P-wave study we use the model by Karasón & van der Hilst (2001) , and for the S-wave study the model by Grand (2002) . The traveltime corrections for these models range from −0.49 to 0.13 s for the P wave and from −2.53 to 1.81 s for the S-wave data set. Although these values are not significant enough to correct traveltime bias caused by 3-D heterogeneities completely, the traveltime correction is still worth applying to reduce the traveltime residuals.
We calculate vespagrams (Davies et al. 1971 ) from the raw data to check for PcP and PdP arrivals in the stacked data. Fig. 4 shows vespagrams of the P wave and its coda. The PdP amplitudes are small compared to the direct P wave (Fig. 4a) , so that the arrival cannot be clearly identified with this basic array processing. However, the PdP arrival becomes much clearer in the vespagram when the P wavelet is removed from the seismograms before stacking by subtracting the P beam (Fig. 4b ). Vespagrams are normalized by the maximum amplitudes within the plot area, resulting in the different scale for the images with and without P-wavelet subtraction. This detection of the PdP using the simple vespagram method motivates us to apply more advanced array techniques to the data. In what follows we describe more advanced array processing approaches to resolve smaller scale D structure from these PdP arrivals. We will compare two array methods (Kito et al. 2004; Thomas et al. 2004 Thomas et al. , 2004b to understand D structures more comprehensively and to figure out possible bias caused by different array methods.
Double-array stacking method
Double-array stacking method (DAM) (Kito et al. 2004 ) is applied to the P-and S-wave data set discussed above. The DAM uses source and receiver arrays simultaneously to increase the SNR of coherent arrivals and reduce amplitudes of phases generated by heterogeneities close to the individual sources (which arrive coherently at the receiver array). It is especially useful to enhance phases originating from the lowermost mantle that are coherent for both, source and receiver, arrays (Krüger et al. 1996; Revenaugh & Meyer 1997) . The DAM further increases the SNR of coherent arrivals, since the SNR in the DAM is proportional to the square root of the number of sources times receivers compared to the square root of receivers for pure receiver array stacking. Nonetheless, source mislocation and traveltime variations due to receiver side structure can cause incoherency of the wavefield in the stacking process. Therefore, traveltime corrections are more essential for successful application of the DAM than in the case of single array methods. The traveltime bias caused by these uncertainties often amount to the order of 1 s for teleseismic sources. Therefore, the traveltime residual must be corrected properly before applying DAM. For more details on the method see Kito et al. (2004) and Krüger et al. (1996) . To use several sources simultaneously the sources must be normalized which is done by source deconvolution as described above, which results in a simple impulse-like source-time function for each event. The DAM projects energy back to a suite of assumed reflector depths located at the ray path midpoints. Stacks were performed at depth intervals of 5 km over the depth range from 2300 to 3000 km. The source-deconvolved, direct P or S masked traces were shifted with respect to the theoretical traveltimes of the reflected waves off each hypothetical interface in this depth range. The theoretical traveltimes were calculated based on the 1-D velocity model ak135 (Kennett et al. 1995) , while accounting for the curvature of the Earth's surface. To get higher resolution in the stacks we calculate the Phase Weighted Semblance Beam Power (PWSEMBP) (Kito et al. 2004 ) using the Phase-Weighted-Stacking technique (Schimmel & Paulssen 1997) as an amplitude independent measure of the signal coherency across the array. The PWSEMBP is a multiplication of the results of the power of conventional beamforming, the semblance process (Taner & Koehler 1969) and Phase-WeightedStacking (PWS). Beam power and semblance are dependent on absolute amplitudes and amplitude differences among traces, respectively. PWSEMBP reduces incoherent, large-amplitude signals and enlarges coherent, small amplitude arrivals. Therefore, it is well suited to detect potential reflections, such as PdP and SdS, from deep mantle reflectors. We select time windows of 3 and 6 s for P and S waves, respectively, to calculate the PWSEMBP. The time windows are tapered using a Gaussian function with the same width of the time windows (3 and 6 s for P and S waves) before stacking.
To study lateral variations of D structure, the study area was subdivided in seven bins for the P-wave study. Since more events with a slightly different source distribution are used, the S-waves sample a larger region of the CMB and we use 13 bins for the S-wave study. The bin size is determined in terms of the stability of the stacked waveforms. Since the S waves have longer period energy and are, therefore, more coherent, the stacked waveforms are more stable those of the P waves in our data set. Taking this into consideration latitudinal bin sizes are 4
• for P waves and 2
• for S waves, respectively. Due to a different distribution of reflection points for P and S waves, bins cover the latitudinal area from 0
• N to 10
• N for P waves and up to 14
• N for S waves. Due to a shift of 1
• between bins, the individual bins overlap somewhat. All traces with reflection points in an individual bin are stacked simultaneously and the PWSEMBP is calculated for all bins for reflector depths from 2300 to 3000 km. The results for the DAM for S and P waves are shown in Fig. 5 . The S-wave data were low pass butterworth filtered with a corner frequency of 3 s and order 2, the P waves were filtered with a bandpass butterworth filter 2-50 s (order 2). The lower cut-off frequency was selected to avoid long-period noise. In the frequency band below 3 s (Fig. 5a ) a distinct positive velocity discontinuity for S waves can be seen at a depth of ∼2600 km. The results show an abrupt step at 4
• N where the discontinuity drops from 2600 to 2730 km. In the DAM method the middle of a high-amplitude region is used to measure the depth of the reflector.
The PWSEMBP is normalized to the maximum amplitude in the stacks between 2400 and 2800 km depth. The normalization helps preventing incorrect estimates for SdS amplitudes due to fluctuations in ScS energy. Since the normalization works on individual bins the absolute ScS energy varies somewhat between the bins. The energy Figure 5 . (a) PWSEMBP results for S waves of data for a 3 s low-pass filter of order 2. Results from Thomas et al. (2004b) are indicated by black circles. The large reflection around 2900 km is the CMB reflection. Coherent energy above 2500 km is most likely due to the remains of the direct S wave. (b) Same as (a) but for P waves with bandpass filter 2-50 s, order 2. The PcP reflection is found at around 2900 km. The large energy above 2500 km is likely to be remains of the P wave. Black circles are the results from the migration method, as shown below.
that maps into depths shallower than 2500 km can be attributed to contamination from the S wavelet that was not removed by the masking process with the common source wavelet. This energy is mainly due to S-wave coda generated by crustal reverberations and velocity heterogeneities at the source and/or receiver array. The stacks show an apparent topography of the CMB of about 50 km between individual bins. This is mainly due to an incomplete correction of the traveltimes of PcP and ScS by the tomography correction, suggesting that the velocity increase in the high velocity D layer is larger than given by the tomographic models. The study area is located in the transition zone between a region with insignificant S-wave velocity reductions (dVs ∼ 0.5 per cent) and a high-velocity (+1.5 per cent) region (Grand 2002) . The velocity perturbation increases towards the north in good agreement with the mapped CMB topography, which is apparently shallower in this region. A comparison with the S-wave results of Thomas et al. (2004b) (black circles in Fig. 5a ) shows a good agreement between the two independent array approaches. There is an indication of a second, lower reflector beneath the northern part of the study area coinciding with the negative reflector found by Thomas et al. (2004b) . In Fig. 5(a) there might also be some evidence for scattering beneath the upper reflector which could be due to the averaging process of different reflector depths within a latitudinal bin (see results of the upper reflector from the migration method below).
Although past P-wave studies of this region (e.g. Ding & Helmberger 1997; Reasoner & Revenaugh 1999) suggested only a very weak (or undetectable) P-wave discontinuity, the PWSEMBP is able to detect a clear PdP signal from a P-wave discontinuity at a depth of ∼2550 km (Fig. 5b) . Similar to the result for S-waves the P-wave discontinuity seems to indicate a step-like increase in discontinuity depth at a similar location at approximately 4
• N latitude. In addition, the second, lower discontinuity is visible in P-wave data. Again, the energy that stacks coherently for depths less than 2500 km is probably due to P coda energy which has not been subtracted by the P common wavelet subtraction. A strong P-wave discontinuity at these mid-mantle depths is unlikely. The black circles in Fig. 5(b) show the results from the migration method described later, averaged into latitudinal bins (see below) and show good agreement for the upper reflector. Nonetheless, there are some discrepancies in the location of the lower reflector as will be discussed later.
3-D grid migration method
We migrate the events with a simplified isochrone migration method, so migrating for points with constant traveltime, similar to the one described by (Thomas et al. 1999 (Thomas et al. , 2004 (Thomas et al. , 2004b where it was applied to an S-wave data set sampling the same study region (Thomas et al. 2004b ). Here we will only describe the basic processing techniques. In contrast to the DAM the migration was only applied to the P-wave data set since the S-wave results are described in Thomas et al. (2004b) . The P-wave data were filtered as described above with a bandpass with corner frequencies of 2 and 50 s. We migrate to a grid in the lower mantle with a grid spacing of 1
• in both longitude and latitude. The grid spans the area from −2
• to 10
• latitude and 260
• to 280
• longitude and the vertical grid spacing is 10 km from 2985 to 2205 km depth. The grid extends into the outer core to detect defocusing of PcP due to lower mantle velocity heterogeneities that could lead to a focusing depth of PcP below the CMB. For gridpoints below the CMB the P-wave velocity of the last mantle layer in ak135 (Kennett et al. 1995 ) is used. Each gridpoint represents the location of a potential reflector (or scatterer) in the lower mantle. With these grid dimensions nearly 30 000 potential reflector locations are studied for each source-receiver combination. This method migrates event by event in contrast to the DAM method, which utilizes all sources and receivers at the same time. Individual traces are shifted with respect to traveltimes calculated from earthquake to gridpoint and gridpoint to individual station. We use the 1-D earth model ak135 (Kennett et al. 1995) to calculate these traveltimes and apply a tomographic correction (Karasón & van der Hilst 2001) . After time shifting traces accordingly, the traces are stacked and the resulting amplitude is measured in a time window of 3 s around the theoretical arrival of a potential scatterer from this gridpoint, that is, a potential PdP. Although, we use tomographic corrections to account for possible 3-D structure, we are aware that the tomographic models only represent a smoothed long-period version of the Earth structure and our corrections might not be sufficient especially in our study region where strong velocity heterogeneities are detected.
It is important to note that the DAM averages the results in bins along a latitudinal line and provides a 2-D picture of the structure whereas the migration method displays a 3-D picture of the imaged area since the results are displayed at the reflection points for each source-receiver combination. In order to compare the two methods, the migration results will have to be averaged latitudinally. To obtain stable results in the migration, a minimum population of the bins is necessary. It has been found that stable results can be obtained with at least seven records in each bin (Thomas et al. 2004b) . We use the same criterion and vary the bin size somewhat to ensure the minimum number of traces for each bin. In total 26 bins are well populated and can be studied. Fig. 6 shows the results of the migration in two cross-sections, one perpendicular to the great circle path and one along the greatcircle path. We also show a stacked amplitude-depth profile. This amplitude-depth profile measures the amplitude at the theoretical reflection point and the largest amplitude within the 1 s Fresnel zone and displays it against the depth of the layer. In both the crosssections and the amplitude-depth profile, energy from PdP is visible at approximately 2635 km depth.
Migrating a delta function waveform will focus the energy into a singular point indicating the resolved reflector depth. The energy will focus into one high amplitude precursor at the reflector depth and will smear out along an isochrone for shallower depths. The limited bandwidth of the data used in this study will lead to a slightly different scenario with broader energy maxima in the migrated stacks manifest as high stack amplitudes smeared over a depth interval. In this case the focusing point of the phase will be at the deepest depth of the high amplitude region, that is, the point of the waveform with the longest traveltime in agreement with the synthetic tests (Fig. 7) . The waveforms used in this study generally show a two-sided wavelet, which complicates the reflector detection even further due to the waveform interference of the wavelets in the migration. The reflector depth is taken as the time of the departure from high stack amplitudes, before the first zero transit of the migrated energy. Fig. 6 shows the location of the reflectors in an amplitude-depth profile (Fig. 6d) , which is in good agreement with the cross-sections (Figs 6b and c) . Fig. 7 shows the migrated sections with the amplitude-depth profiles for synthetic data calculated using the reflectivity method (Müller 1985) to compare to the data example shown in Fig. 6 using a model with a 3 per cent negative and a 1 per cent positive velocity increase at 2605 km depth. We produce velocity seismogram sections using the same source parameters (focal mechanism, depth and station configuration) as for the earthquake shown in Fig. 6 . The velocity gradient in the models is slightly altered since we keep the velocity of ak135 at the CMB. The reflector depth is picked at the lower end of the positive (top row) and negative (bottom row) amplitude, respectively. The picks for D depths are consistent with the picks of PcP, which is taken to be the lower end of the large negative amplitude. The depths of both PcP and the D reflection agree well with the depths of the discontinuities in the synthetic models. Models with a small negative contrast of −1 per cent were also tested, which are more comparable to the predicted velocity contrasts from mineral physical models (Wookey et al. 2005) . Although a small signal from such a small discontinuity can be detected in the data, it is close to the detection limit and likely not observable in real data. Since the data show clear detections for P waves in our data set, we conclude that the D discontinuity in this location is likely stronger than proposed by Wookey et al. (2005) .
To test the reliability of our picks we used a well populated bin of the real data and took eight subsets of the traces for the migration. All subsets detected the same discontinuities as the full data set, indicating the stability of the detected structure. This test falls short of a full bootstrap analysis of the data, but the detection of the discontinuity with strongly decreased data volume indicates the robustness of the resolved structure. Additionally, we tested the reliability of the picks in the presence of noise. For this test we added noise to synthetic data. The noise was taken from the recorded data before the initial P arrival. The models include velocity contrasts of 3 per cent (positive and negative) at 2605 km depth. We find that even in synthetics with SNR of 0.5 (PdP amplitude to noise) the array processing is able to reliably detect the reflector at the correct depth. Fig. 8 shows a second example for the event on 2001 April 21, which shows two reflectors above the CMB. In this example the CMB reflection is visible at 2915 km depth. A shallower strong reflector is visible at 2555 km depth. Additionally, a low-amplitude reflection can be detected at 2730 km depth. The shallower reflector is hard to identify in the cross-sections but can easily be detected in the reflectivity profile emphasizing how the depth profiles and the cross-sections complement each other.
Using all bins of all earthquakes, we can produce a plan view map of the P-wave reflector depths (Fig. 9) where the reflector depth is indicated by colours. Similar to the DAM we detect two reflectors in the migrated data. Fig. 9 shows the reflection from CMB depth (top left), a lower reflector (top right) as well as the upper reflector (bottom left). The upper reflector is at an average depth of 2585 km with relatively strong topography. The lower reflector is more pronounced in the northern part of the sampled area, with depths between 2700 and 2835 km. The reflector depth seems to increase towards the south. We also see evidence for strong scattering (Liu et al. 1998) as indicated by strong depth variation of the reflector over short distance ranges.
The results from the migration method have been averaged in 1
• latitudinal bins and the results have been added to Fig. 5(b) to compare the depths of the reflectors found with both methods. The upper reflector depth agrees well in both methods, however, there are some differences for the lower reflector depth between the DAM and the migration methods. In the northern part of the imaged area, the detections are similar but towards the South the migration detects a deeper reflector than the DAM. The high amplitudes of the DAM detection for the lower reflector show a large smearing over a large depth range, possibly due to the averaging process of bins in the latitudinal and longitudinal direction. In addition, we do detect large topography in the migration along 5
• latitude, which could lead to a mislocation of the reflector in the DAM.
We note that the implication for strong topography on the CMB is a mismapping of D velocity heterogeneity onto CMB depth. Since we use P as a reference phase, any velocity variations below the P turning point will map directly into PcP traveltime and, therefore, into CMB depth. The same effect can be observed in the stack for the DAM. The apparent CMB topography can also be observed in the synthetic tests shown in Fig. 7 , where the different velocity structure for D results in a variation of apparent depth of the CMB. Studying the CMB variations would allow to estimate D and lower mantle velocity variations. Assuming small-scale topography on the CMB (Rost & Revenaugh 2004) , mapping of CMB depths from PcP traveltimes could be used to estimate these D and lower mantle velocity heterogeneities. However, this has not been attempted in this study. 
WAV E F O R M S
Using PdP and SdS waveforms we can study the velocity contrast of the reflectors in D by comparing the waveforms of SdS and S and PdP and P. A comparison of PdP and P waveforms is shown in Fig. 10 . For both examples, the P wavelet is a two sided wavelet with a down-swing followed by an up-swing. The PcP waves show the same waveform as the P waves, however, the PdP wavelet clearly shows opposite polarity to the P and PcP waves. The same behaviour can also be seen in the vespagrams and the stack for PdP slowness and backazimuth. In general, the reflection depth profiles support the wavelet observation (compare Figs 6 and 8) .
We calculate synthetic seismograms using the reflectivity method (Müller 1985) to study the influence of different reflector polarities on the waveforms. Results for three different models are shown in Fig. 11 . We show vespagrams on the left-hand side and the beam trace for PdP slowness in the middle panel with the model that was used in the right column. Due to slowness differences the P and PcP waveforms will be distorted in the beams for PdP slowness (e.g. the ramp on the P wave in the lower right figure) .The PdP waveform in the data is best correlated to the synthetics for a negative velocity jump, as the polarity of the PdP wavelet seems to be opposite to the P and PcP wavelet. We therefore, conclude that the upper reflector has a negative P-velocity jump. Comparing the polarity of the stacked waveform for the second, deeper reflector phase estimated by the DAM analysis to the P and PcP wavelet, we find evidence for a positive velocity jump, which would account for the large amplitudes of this reflected wave in the DAM and migration. The S-wave data (Fig. 12) show a very different behaviour with a positive correlation of the waveform with ScS at the upper reflector and an opposite waveform for the lower reflector in agreement with (Thomas et al. 2004 (Thomas et al. , 2004b .
The negative upper reflector for P and positive upper reflector for S waves agree well with the results from Wookey et al. (2005) , where a negative P-wave velocity contrast is predicted for the postperovskite phase transition, in contrast to the often observed positive S wave contrast. The velocity contrast in Wookey et al. (2005) is predicted to be −0.51 per cent with an uncertainty due to temperature and pressure assumptions, but it is only likely to vary between −1 and 0 per cent for most temperature models of the lower mantle (Wookey, personal communication 2006) . Using this prediction in the synthetic tests we find that although we see a small signal from the −1 per cent velocity jump, detection is difficult since the signal is at the detection limit. In our data set the signal from the upper reflector, therefore, suggests that the P-wave velocity jump is larger than −1 per cent and likely to be close to −3 per cent. The difference in the velocity contrast to Wookey et al. (2005) could be due to a different bulk modulus, density assumption, chemical material or different pressure (depth) range in their work. If we estimate a temperature based on their P-T diagram, our observation might indicate that the temperature is cooler than average in this area, but more seismological and mineralogical data would be necessary to get reliable physical properties in the lower mantle.
D I S C U S S I O N
In this study, we compared two array methods applied to broad-band P-and S-wave data targeting a region of the lower mantle beneath the Cocos Plate. Due to the small amplitudes of the D reflections (especially for P waves), array methods are necessary to detect and model the subtle wavefield effects from possible lowermost reflections. Nonetheless, any study comparing P-and S-wave structure is confronted with some issues regarding the resolution of lower mantle structure. Seismic shear wave anisotropy has been modelled in this region of the Earth (Kendall & Nangini 1996; Kendall & Silver 1998; Garnero et al. 2004; Rokosky et al. 2004 Rokosky et al. , 2006 , from observations of shear wave splitting. Traveltime variation due to anisotropy can affect the mapping of D reflector depths. This could lead to a lack of correlation between the resolved P-and S-wave structure (though the effects of P-wave anisotropy are difficult to assess and have not been documented). Furthermore, strong lateral variations in D anisotropy can result in variable ScS splitting, and thus variable ScS time shifts on the SH component, resulting in defocusing of ScS in stacked traces.
We use direct P and S waves as reference phases and align all traces on these arrivals. Although this differential analysis procedure attempts to minimize traveltime perturbations due to heterogeneities beneath the receiver and source regions, heterogeneities in the mid and lower mantle may uniquely perturb the timing of the relatively shallow turning reference P and S wave. We therefore, employ a further correction whereby records are shifted by traveltime perturbation predictions from tomographic models before stacking. However, the applied corrections do not fully account for observed timing shifts, as is obvious from the CMB being mapped to incorrect depths.
We use traveltime predictions from 1-D ray tracing to 1-D earth models in our array stacking techniques. Velocity variations along the ray path will influence both the ray path itself and the predicted traveltime. Using 3-D ray tracing through high-resolution tomographic models will help to solve this problem. Nonetheless, the current tomographic models of this region do not capture the mantle structure in sufficient detail to warrant this kind of analysis.
The application of different array methods to the same data set leads to the detection of very similar structures. The reflector topography (Figs 5 and 9) from both methods is very similar and the different structures for P and S waves seem to be well resolved and stable (Fig. 5) . The PWSEMBP method applied to S waves shows a discontinuity with a step at 4
• N in good agreement with results from Thomas et al. (2004b) , and Hutko et al. (2006) . A second discontinuity can be detected and probably corresponds to the deeper reflector described in Thomas et al. (2004b) . However, looking at the same S-wave data set, Hutko et al. (2006) find that these waves map into an out-of-plane reflector. With our DAM method we are not able to detect out of plane scatterers, however, the migration method can potentially show out of plane reflections. We do not find evidence for consistent out of plane reflections in our P-wave data set. Furthermore, re-analysing the S-wave data set from Thomas et al. (2004b) did not lead to consistent out of plane reflections that could explain the lower reflector.
In general, the detected locations and depths for the reflectors from PWSEMBP are in very good agreement with the results from the migration method. Our waveform study and the comparison with synthetic seismograms indicate that the shallower P-wave reflector has a negative velocity contrast compared to the positive velocity contrast that is found for S-wave data. This is in good agreement with results from Wookey et al. (2005) for the post-perovskite phase transition (Murakami et al. 2004; Oganov & Ono 2004; Tsuchiya et al. 2004) . Wookey et al. (2005) find that the combination of a reduction of bulk sound speed and a positive S-wave contrast across the postperovskite phase transition leads to a small negative P-wave jump of 0.51 per cent. Our modelling of P-wave velocity jumps shows that a −1 per cent P-wave discontinuity is close to the detection limit of the data. The reliable detection of such a discontinuity suggests a larger P-wave contrast for the D discontinuity in this location.
Alternative models for the generation of the D discontinuity exist. A reflection from a folded slab (Christensen & Hofmann 1994) would lead to positive velocity steps for both P and S wave.
Reflections from the top and the bottom of the former slab could also explain the detection of two reflectors (Thomas et al. 2004) . On the other hand, the two reflectors could be explained by a double crossing of the geotherm into and out of the post perovskite stability field (Hernlund et al. 2005) . In this scenario, the lower P-wave reflector could show a positive velocity jump, which would explain the amplitudes above the noise level despite the velocity change smaller than ∼1 per cent that are observed for the P waves, due to critical reflections.
Although P-and S-wave velocity jumps across the D discontinuity predicted from the post-perovskite phase transition explain our observation favourably, the strong topography of the discontinuity is difficult to explain by the post-perovskite phase transition, since the depth of the phase transition mainly depends on the temperature in the lowermost mantle. The strong topography would require very strong lateral temperature gradients. Hutko et al. (2006) explain this difference in reflector depth with downwellings piles of a folding slab. It could also be speculated that the cause for the discontinuity in the southern part might be different from the northern part but clearly more research is required to provide an explanation for the observed strong topography.
Another issue we have to consider in this context is the fact that Pwave anisotropy might affect the polarity of the observed PdP waves and influence the interference of PdP and PDP. Unfortunately, Pwave anisotropy in the D is not unequivocally constrained, and mineral physics predictions of it at the present time depend on many uncertain parameters. It is not conceivable that randomly oriented P-wave anisotropy could reverse the polarity of the reflected wave, therefore, the polarity uncertainties may be related to the systematic P-wave anisotropy. We cannot discuss this issue thoroughly in this paper. However, this will be an important issue in future studies.
C O N C L U S I O N S
We investigated seismic structure of the D discontinuity beneath the Cocos plate using two different array stacking methods, that is, PWSEMBP and migration. We find strong coherence between the results of the PWSEMBP and migration methods, despite the different processing algorithms. Using PWSEMBP we detect a steplike change in D discontinuity depth around 4
• N latitude, both in the P-and S-wave results. The 3-D migration approach also shows evidence for topography in east-west direction, although this topography shows a gentler gradient than detected by PWSEMBP. The amplitude of reflector topography along the N-S axis at 270 ± 5
• in longitude is about 100 km with a change from about 2600 to 2700 km for S waves and from 2580 to 2700 km for P waves. There seems to be only one reflector visible in the P-and S-wave data south of 5
• N, but at higher latitudes both methods suggest two discontinuities. Comparing waveforms of P-and S-wave reflections from the upper reflector suggests a negative velocity contrast for P waves but a positive contrast for S waves in good agreement with predictions from mineral physical calculations (Wookey et al. 2005) . This makes the post-perovskite phase change a likely explanation for the reflectors observed in our data.
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